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ABSTRACT: In this work, a facile ion-pairing strategy for
asymmetric synthesis of optically active negatively charged
chiral metal nanoparticles using chiral ammonium cations
is demonstrated. A new thiolated chiral three-concentric-
shell cluster, [Ag28Cu12(SR)24]

4−, was first synthesized as a
racemic mixture and characterized by single-crystal X-ray
structure determination. Mass spectrometric measure-
ments revealed relatively strong ion-pairing interactions
between the anionic nanocluster and ammonium cations.
Inspired by this observation, the as-prepared racemic
mixture was separated into enantiomers by employing
chiral quaternary ammonium salts as chiral resolution
agents. Subsequently, direct asymmetric synthesis of
optically active enantiomers of [Ag28Cu12(SR)24]

4− was
achieved by using appropriate chiral ammonium cations
(such as N-benzylcinchoninium vs N-benzylcinchonidi-
nium) in the cluster synthesis. These simple strategies, ion-
pairing enantioseparation and direct asymmetric synthesis
using chiral counterions, may be of general use in
preparing chiral metal nanoparticles.

Chirality is a fundamental property of nature ranging from
the microscopic to the macroscopic world. The past two

centuries have witnessed tremendous progress in understanding
chirality at the molecular scale and its structure−property
relationships in various technological applications.1 Numerous
chemical means have been established for the enantioselective
synthesis of chiral molecules of importance in chemical,2

agricultural,3 materials,4 and life science industries.5 Many
applications of nanoscaled chiral materials have been demon-
strated in fundamental science and practical applications (e.g.,
optical devices,6 enantioselective catalysis,7 separation,8 biosens-
ing,9 and functional self-assembly10). However, unlike sophisti-
cated asymmetric syntheses of chiral molecules or assemblies of
large chiral architectures (above the submicrometer scale),11

there is currently a paucity of facile synthetic or separation
methodology for chiral metal nanoclusters. With increasingly
powerful experimental techniques such as X-ray diffraction and
mass spectrometry,12−23 the chirality of many nanoparticles can
now be probed at the molecular level using atomically precise
nanoclusters as models.

Within the class of chiral metal nanoclusters, four main types
can be identified:24−26 (a) the presence of chiral ligands through
vicinal effects or through a chiral electrostatic field; (b)
asymmetric arrangement of achiral ligands to form a chiral
shell; (c) inherently chiral metal framework; and (d) distortion
of the structure, which lowers the symmetry of the cluster to a
chiral point group. The majority of chiral metal nanoclusters
known to date are of types (a)27−36 and (b),16,17,37−39 with a few
belonging to types (c) and (d).40−42 As prepared, many of these
chiral metal nanoclusters (types b−d) are racemic mixtures that
require separation and purification by various optical resolution
methods. Enantioseparation of Au nanoclusters (e.g., Au28, Au38,
Au40) has been reported by using chiral HPLC columns.43−45 For
example, Knoppe et al. separated Au102 enantiomers by a phase
transfer method using a chiral ammonium salt.46 In this
communication, we wish to demonstrate a facile technique for
achieving chirality by enantioseparation of a racemic mixture of a
new chiral metal nanocluster via ion pairing with a chiral
counterion. Subsequent asymmetric synthesis of optically active
enantiomers was first achieved by employing chiral counterions
in the synthesis.
Specifically, we report herein the synthesis of a new chiral

thiolated bimetallic cluster, [Ag28Cu12(SR)24]
4− (1), where SR =

2,4-dichlorobenzenethiol, its chiral separation and asymmetric
synthesis via ion-pairing with chiral quaternary ammonium salts.
The 28 Ag atoms in the cluster are arranged in a distorted face-
centered cubic ( fcc) pattern, while the Ag/Cu interface in
distorted hexagonal close packing (hcp). The distortions lower
the point-group symmetry of the Ag28Cu12 framework fromTd to
T, turning it into a chiral cluster. When nonchiral counter cations
were used, the as-prepared chiral cluster was a racemic mixture.
By capitalizing on the strong ion pairing between the chiral
cluster and the counterions, the racemic mixture can readily be
separated into enantiomers by employing chiral quaternary
ammonium salts, such as N-benzylcinchonidinium chloride
(BCDC), and N-benzylcinchoninium chloride (BCNC), as
resolution agents. Subsequent asymmetric synthesis of the chiral
cluster 1 using chiral ammonium salts, BCDC and BCNC, gave
rise to optically active enantiomers separately.
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To prepare thiolated Ag−Cu bimetallic nanoparticles, the
metal precursors (i.e., AgNO3, CuBr) were chemically reduced
by NaBH4 in the presence of 2,4-dichlorobenzenethiol (HSR),
tetrabutylammonium bromide (nBu4NBr or TBAB), and
triethylamine in a mixed solvent of methanol and dichloro-
methane at 0 °C (see SI for details). Transmission electron
microscopic (TEM) analyses revealed that the as-prepared AgCu
nanoparticles had a uniform size of 2.06 ± 0.22 nm (Figure S1).
Single-crystal X-ray structure determination revealed that the

formulation of [Ag28Cu12(SR)24]
4− (1) (Figure 1a), as the

nBu4N
+ salt, which crystallizes in a monoclinic cell of P21/n space

group. The unit cell comprises two pairs (Z = 4) of enantiomeric
nanoclusters 1 and 16 cations (Figure S2).
A detailed analysis of the structure of [Ag28Cu12(SR)24]

4− (1)
revealed a two-shell Ag4@Ag24 core protected by four nearly
planar Cu3(SR)6 moieties. The Ag4@Ag24 core can be described
as an inner ν1 tetrahedral Ag4 core capped on its four faces by four
ν2 triangular Ag6 facets in a slightly angular twist (Figure S3a).

47

The four Ag6 facets are interconnected to form the Ag24 shell,
which is capped by four Cu3(SR)6 moieties in a tetrahedral
fashion to form the outer surface layer (Figure 1b). The Cu
atoms are three-coordinated by thiolates. The pairwise π···π
interactions between the six thiolates of Cu3(SR)6 motifs are
clearly revealed on the surface of 1 (Figure S3b). The Cu and S
atoms in the Cu3(SR)6 moieties are practically coplanar. As a
result, all the Cu atoms in the title cluster are partially exposed,
which might be of use as in situ active sites or reactive centers in
catalysis.
Further analysis of the Ag4@Ag24 kernal revealed that it

resembles a ν5 tetrahedron truncated at four vertices (first
truncation) and six edges (second truncation).47 The four ν2
triangular Ag6 facets thus formed are further capped by four
Cu3(SR)6 units, as portrayed in Figure 1d. The resulting

geometry conforms to the Td symmetry. Concerted rotations
of the two outer shells, viz., four Ag6@Cu3 moieties by 16.76°
(with respect to the inner ν1 tetrahedral Ag4 core) about the 3-
fold axes lower the symmetry to the chiral T point group of the
observed structure. Due to these rotations, each of the
rectangular faces in Figure 1d turns into two triangles in Figure
1c,e, resulting in a wide range of the Ag−Ag distances from 2.698
to 3.128 Å between Ag4 tetrahedron and the Ag24 shell. As shown
in Figure 1f (middle), the ACBA fcc stacking of the layers in the
idealized Ag28 kernal ofTd symmetry is capped at the bottom by a
Cu3 overlayer, making the Ag−Cu interface a BAB hexagonal
close-packing (hcp) arrangement. Thus, the Ag24Cu12 framework
of idealized Td symmetry exhibits a mixed fcc/hcp stacking
sequence of ACBAB. The corresponding distorted layer stacking
of cluster 1 is depicted in Figure 1f (left and right). It conforms to
chiral T symmetry.
The UV−vis spectra (Figure 2a) of both the as-prepared

nanoparticles and their single crystals dissolved in CH2Cl2

displayed four bands at 407, 465, 555, and 653 nm (shoulder).
The Lambert−Beer plot of 1·TBA is shown in Figure S4. Both
products were also characterized by electrospray ionization mass
spectrometry (ESI−MS) (Figure 2b). As depicted in Figure 2c,d,
the high-resolution mass spectra of 1·TBA revealed a perfect
match between the observed and the simulated isotopic
d i s t r i b u t i o n o f [ A g 2 8 C u 1 2 ( S R ) 2 4 ]

4 − a n d
[Ag28Cu12(SR)24(TBA)]

3− peaks. Both UV−vis and ESI−MS
results clearly indicated the presence of high-purity
[Ag28Cu12(SR)24]

4− in the crude product, making it easy to
synthesize the nanoclusters in gram-scale (inset, Figure 2a). The
high-yield synthesis of [Ag28Cu12(SR)24]

4− is due to its good
stability of 1, which can be attributed to its 20 electron count (i.e.,
28 + 12 − 24 + 4 = 20) being in accordance with the Jelliumatic
closed-shell electronic configuration of 1S21P61D102S2 (Figure
S5, see SI for computational details).
As prepared 1 using achiral countercation, TBA+, is a racemic

mixture, both in solution and in crystal form. In view of the
relatively strong ion pairing between the anionic cluster and the
countercation, TBA+, revealed by ESI−MS (Figure 2d), it

Figure 1. (a) Overall structure of (nBu4N)4[Ag28Cu12(SR)24] (1·TBA).
(b) Cluster 1 with the R groups omitted for clarity. (c,e) A pair of
enantiomers of 1 having the chiral Ag28Cu12 metal frameworks with T
symmetry. (d) Idealized fcc close-packing of the corresponding
(hypothetical) achiral Ag28Cu12 metal framework with Td symmetry.
(f) ACBAB stacking of Ag and Cu atoms: middle, idealized Td symmetry
(ACBA of the Ag28 is fcc and BAB of the Ag−Cu interface is hcp); left
and right, observed layer stacking in T symmetry of left- and right-
handed isomers of 1, respectively. Color codes: orange, Ag; blue, Cu;
yellow, S; green, Cl; Pink, N; gray, C. Hydrogen atoms are omitted for
clarity.

Figure 2. (a) Comparison of UV−vis spectra of single crystals of
(nBu4N)4[Ag28Cu12(SR)24] (1·TBA) and the as-prepared crude product
dissolved in CH2Cl2. Inset shows photo of 1.2 g of 1·TBA in a scale-up
reaction. (b) ESI−MS of single-crystals of 1·TBA in CH2Cl2. (c,d)
Comparison of the experimental (in black) and simulated (in red)
isotopic patterns of the MS of [Ag28Cu12(SR)24]

4− (c) and
[Ag28Cu12(SR)24(

nBu4N)]
3− (d).
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occurred to us that it may be possible to use chiral quaternary
ammonium cations to separate the two enantiomers. Since chiral
quarternary ammonium halides such as BCNC and BCDC
(Figure S6) are widely used in various asymmetric reactions as
phase transfer catalysts, they were selected for the enantiosepara-
tion. Experimentally, in order to exclude the influence of strong
ion paring between 1 and TBA+, the racemates of 1·Na(H) were
first prepared as described above by excluding TBA. The as-
prepared 1 solution was then treated with a solution of BCNC in
CH2Cl2. The resulting mixture was monitored by UV−vis, CD,
and ESI−MS spectra as a function of time.
As shown in Figure 3a,b, the intensity of CD signal of the

mixture was found to increase gradually, while its UV−vis

absorption diminished concomitantly. The mixture exhibited
increasing CD signals (from zero), with two strong bands at 330
and 465 nm, weak peaks at 385, and 406 nm, and two broad peaks
at 585 and 687 nm. Note that both BCNC and BCDC in CH2Cl2
exhibit only CD optical activity below 322 nm (Figure S7). The
corresponding ESI−MS (Figure S8) showed the peaks of ion
pairs consisting of 1 and BCNC, which suggested the increasing
CD signals originated from 1·BCNC. A comparison of the
experimental and theoretical circular dichroism (CD) spectra
(Figure 3a,c) showed good agreement, allowing the identi-
fication of the cluster as L-(AgCu)40 (Figure 3d). A detailed
analysis of the CD signals revealed that the chirality of 1 stems
from the asymmetric stereochemistry of the bare Ag28 core.
Interestingly, there is a linear correlation between the enhance-
ment of the CD signal and the weakening of the UV−vis
absorption (Figure S9a). In other words, one of the enantiomers
in the racemate disappears more easily, while the other remains
relatively stable due to steric mis-matching and matching,
respectively, as a result of ion pairing between the cluster and the
chiral cation. The enantiomer with steric mismatching was
destroyed by air oxidation as well as by reaction with halides
present in the solution during the enantioseparation process.
Based on the increased CD and the decreased UV−vis
absorption, the anisotropy factor of the chiral cluster was

estimated to be∼1× 10−3 at 465 nm (Figure S9b). Though quite
stable in solid-state inmonths (Figure S10) and reasonably stable
in solution in hours (Figure S11) at room temperature,
[Ag28Cu12(SR)24]

4− in solutions was degraded in a rather fast
rate by air in the presence of halides even at 0 °C (Figure S12).
Indeed, the time-dependent ESI−MS (Figure S8) showed
gradually diminishing signals of the parent peaks
[Ag28Cu12(SR)24]

4− (1) and [Ag28Cu12(SR)24H]3− when
BCNC was introduced. These latter observations strongly
suggested that one enantiomer of the racemic mixture was
being stabilized by the chiral counter cation as a result of steric
matching. On the basis of these results, the resolution of L-
(AgCu)40 from the racemic mixture can be attributed to the
selective stabilizing effect of BCNC on L-(AgCu)40 due to their
stereochemically matched ion pairing. Similarly, the use of
BCDC allows the separation of R-(AgCu)40 from the racemic
mixture.
Though nearly optically active enantiomer of 1 can be

obtained by the above enantioseparation technique, the
maximum theoretical yield is 50% (one-half of the racemic
mixture). In order to overcome this disadvantage, we attempted
the asymmetric synthesis of enantiomers by substituting BCDC
or BCNC in place of nBu4NBr in the synthesis. Indeed, this
turned out to be successful. The resulting respective
enantiomers, 1·BCDC and 1·BCNC, were characterized by
UV−vis (Figure S13), CD and ESI−MS (Figure 4) spectros-

copies. The UV−vis spectra are in agreement with that of 1. CD
spectra of 1·BCDC and 1·BCNC exhibited mirror-image CD
signals in the visible range. In contrast, the CD of [Na-
(H)]4[Ag28Cu12(SR)24] in CH2Cl2 instead showed no signals,
confirming that it was indeed a racemic mixture. However, more
work is still required to quantitatively determine the selectivity of
the asymmetric synthesis induced by the ion pairing.
In conclusion, a new mixed-metal nanocluster ,

[Ag28Cu12(SR)24]
4− (1) as the nBu4N

+ salt, was synthesized
and characterized by single-crystal X-ray structure determination,
ESI−MS, and UV−vis spectroscopies. The tetraanionic cluster
can be described as a chiral three concentric core−shell structure
of Ag4@Ag24@Cu12(SR)24. The Ag atoms are arranged in
approximately face-centered cubic ( fcc) pattern and the Ag−Cu
interface in distorted hexagonal close-packing (hcp). The
exposed Cu atoms of the four Cu3(SR)6 units on the surface,
along with T point-group symmetry and the associated chirality,
raises the prospects of the utility of the title cluster in chiral
reactions or chiral catalysis. Considering the unique interaction
between the cluster and the counterion nBu4N

+, chiral quaternary

Figure 3. (a,b) Time tracking of CD spectra (a) and UV−vis (b) spectra
during chiral separation in air at 0 °C; (c) calculated CD spectra of the
cluster 1 (red curve) and the bare Ag28 core (black curve), both
conforming to T symmetry. (d) The DFT optimized L-enantiomer of 1
used in panel c (L-(AgCu)40 defined as the left-handed distortion of
Ag24@Cu12 shells with respect to the ν1 tetrahedral Ag4 core, see SI for
computational details). Color codes: orange, Ag; blue, Cu; yellow
sphere, S; green, Cl; Pink, O, red; N; gray, C. Hydrogen atoms are
omitted for clarity.

Figure 4. (a) CD spectra of CH2Cl2 solutions of the enantiomeric pair 1·
BCDC and 1·BCNC as well as of 1·Na(H), synthesized by substituting
BCDC and BCNC in place of nBu4NBr as the counter cation,
respectively (1 is abbreviated here as (AgCu)40). (b) ESI−MS spectrum
of crude product of 1·BCNC (N-benzylcinchoninium cation abbre-
viated as BCN+).
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ammonium halides were introduced as chiral resolving agents,
which successfully enantioseparated the racemate of 1.
Subsequent asymmetric synthesis of optically active enantiomers
of 1 was achieved by using chiral phase transfer catalysts BCDC
or BCNC as the counter cations. It is hoped that these two simple
techniques, postsynthesis enantioseparation and direct asymmetric
synthesis, for preparing optically pure chiral nanoclusters via ion
pairing with a chiral counterion will find applications in the
separation or synthesis of other chiral metal clusters of
importance in fields such as catalysis and drug manufacturing.
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